


Year 5 Wattle Remote 
Learning Classroom 

Welcome to our online remote learning pack. The activities to be 
completed each day will be shown on the following slides. The 
activities include links to videos, articles and websites or questions 
to answer. At times you may be asked to use paper to solve 
questions or to write your answers in the space provided on the 
google slides (below the activity). 

At the end of the week you will turn in your work to be marked by 
me. If you have any questions feel free to send me a message on 
SeeSaw or I will check in Via Zoom on specific days.



Year 5 Wattle Zoom
Scheduled times for week 10 Zoom with your teacher are 

Meeting Id Passcode Passcode Day & Time

616 8846 5119 803101
Tuesday: 12:15 - 1:15 pm
Wednesday 12:15pm - 1:15pm
Thursday:  12:15 - 1:15 pm



Alternative Activities
In the table below please write down any other activities you have done at home. Activities like walking on the beach, helping with 
the washing up, cooking dinner, cleaning your room etc. We want to know how you are using your brain in other ways.  

Day List other activities you have done

Monday 

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday



Looking For Leisa!
Forget about Where’s Wally we have looking for Leisa! How many mini Mrs Roche’s can you 
find hidden in your slides? 

Put you answer here - 
I found this many:



timetable 

Hi everyone, 

Welcome to online learning 
for week 3. Carefully read the 
instructions of what each 
activities asks. 

If you feel confused do not 
give up, take a break and 
come back to it. Remember 
the Power of Yet.



Good Morning
Monday 18/10/21 

Please read through your slides carefully!



Kids creating space Dance Sessions
This is optional for years 5 and 6 if you like to join. 

Time: 10:25 - 10:55 am When: Monday

Meeting ID:
677 3431 5043

Passcode: 341615



Spelling Unit 33 
Student login for Soundwaves activities : toss719

1. Read and write out your spelling words. 

2. Log on to Soundwaves and complete 
the online activities and Games. 
Soundwaves

3. Choose 4 words to research. Find their 
definitions and put them in to 
sentences using your own words.

#
https://online.fireflyeducation.com.au/services/student_login/soundwaves


Spelling List



Spelling List

Type your spelling here



Reading
Everyday you are to:
Read a book of your choice for at least 25 mins. 
Remember you have  access to the school’s
 E library as well. Then complete the set reading 
activities for each day.  



Reading & Listening: Justin Bieber - Let Me Love You
 Listen to the song  and use the Song lyrics found here  to answer the questions below:

1. What does the metaphor 'smoke and mirrors' mean? Describe in 2 sentences

2. What does the idiom 'on a knife edge' mean? Describe in 2 sentences & use it in your own sentence

3. What does Justin mean by using the lyrics ‘going through the darkest of days'?

 
4. What do you think this song is about? Write its meaning in2-3 sentences In your own words 

https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/djsnake/letmeloveyou.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMs0GnYze34


Sentence structure- highlight the correct answer

2. Which sentence combines these two sentences correctly?
 Frankie is scared of the dark. He likes to sleep with a night-light. 
❖ Frankie, that is scared of the dark, likes to sleep with a night-light. 
❖ Frankie, that likes to sleep with a night-light, is scared of the dark. 
❖ Frankie, who is scared of the dark, likes to sleep with a night-light. 
❖ Frankie is scared of the dark, who likes to sleep with a night-light. 

1. Which of the following is NOT an example of a compound 
sentence? 

❖ I love most fruits, but I don’t like oranges. 
❖ Eli and Melissa are coming to my house tomorrow. 
❖ My teacher is so kind, and he is funny as well. 
❖ I’m playing rugby early in the morning, so I’m going to bed 

early tonight.



Sentence structure- highlight the correct answer

4. Which underlined word could be left out of this sentence without changing its 
meaning? Weekends are simply perfect for relaxing with your family.
❖  Weekends
❖  simply
❖  relaxing
❖  with

3. Which part of this sentence can be a correct sentence on its own? 
Before school, I make my bed so that it is neat and tidy when I get home. 
❖ Before school 
❖ I make my bed 
❖ so that it is neat and tidy 
❖ when I get home



Writing - Sentence starter  Creative writing!

As I entered the room I noticed a box jumping up and down on the table. There was 
no doubt about it, something inside the box was alive….

Using the sentence starter provide you need to write a short story. Remember your story must 
include a complication (problem) and a resolution (how the problem is solved. Don’t forget to use 
paragraphs to sequence your events, your punctuation and read your work to make sure it 
makes sense. 



Writing - Sentence starter  Creative writing!



Something to think about!
Watch the video of this 9 year old boy and answer the questions below.

1. What do you think of his perspective? 

2. Do you agree or disagree?

3. How do you feel important? 

4. Do you have the power to inspire others?

5. Do you think the way you think and now will impact you in 20 year time?

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1yYsYfEHL7mlvLITPomSqyXZuEGPfNy5t/preview


Maths 
1. Daily Challenge 10 questions.

Complete the 10 daily challenge questions on the next slide. Set yourself a 10 minute timer 
and see what you can get through. If you need to use paper to help solve questions that’s 
okay. Remember they are meant to make your brain sweat… it is okay to make mistakes 
and get stuck! 

2. Fractions - Revision
A fraction is a part of a whole. It is that simple!
 The top number is called the numerator. This tells you how many pieces of the whole 
you have.

The bottom number is called the denominator. This tells you how many pieces make up 
the whole.

3. Adding Like Fractions 
● Fractions are alike if their denominators are the same.
● To add like fractions, follow these steps:

1. Add the numerators together..
2. Keep the denominator the same
3. Place the answer above the denominator.

WATCH THE VIDEO ON THIS LINK TO SEE HOW TO ADD FRACTIONS WITH THE SAME DENOMINATOR.
Examples and activity are on the following slides.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZmENadGcK0


6/8 

Activity: Adding Like Fractions
Complete the following questions by typing your answers in the blue text box. I have completed the first 
answer as an example of how it should look.



Daily Maths Challenge
1. Product of 17 and 4 =
2. Divide 77 by 7 =
3. What is a quarter of 20000?
4. If 1 cake costs 55c how many for 20?
5. How many 50c coins in $8.50?
6. 120 000 minus 10 000 =
7. Name the eighth month of the year.
8. 8.9 – 3.5 =
9. 49 + ? = 80
10. 2000 + 9000 + 5000 =



Daily Maths Challenge Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.



PDHPE: Drug Education- Smoking

Read the information on the effects of smoking found on the next page and answer 
the questions. 



PDHPE: Drug Education- Smoking



PDHPE: Drug Education- Smoking
Questions:

Answers:
1.

2.

3.

Want some more information? Have a read of : Kids News: Victorian health organisations 
plan to make Victoria smoke free by 2025 | KidsNews

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/health/health-groups-push-for-smokefree-australia-with-plans-for-victoria-to-quit-by-2025/news-story/4c3e53da5b32c8d516b569c6d21dd75e
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/health/health-groups-push-for-smokefree-australia-with-plans-for-victoria-to-quit-by-2025/news-story/4c3e53da5b32c8d516b569c6d21dd75e


Good Morning
Tuesday 19/10/21 

Please read through your slides carefully!

It’s Zoom Day!
Time: 12:15 - 1:15 pm Meeting ID 616 8846 5119                Passcode  803101
Remember to log on to Zoom to see your teacher and friends. Be prepared -  
write down any questions you have for your teacher!



How strong is your Vocabulary? 

WHO NEW 
WORD

Where did 
you hear it or 

see it?

What do you 
think it means?

What does it 
actually means?

Can you say it 
in a sentence?

Have you used 
it in a 

conversation?

Mrs Roche ostentatious
(adjective)

  TV

Name of a 
comedian who 
had a hit in the 
80’s

Showy or 
pretentious 
someone who 
likes to splash 
the cash to 
impress 
people. 

Mr 
Eastwood

phlegmatic
(adjective)

Book No idea. Unemotional. 



How strong is your Vocabulary? 

NEW 
WORD

Where did you 
hear it or see it?

What do you 
think it 

means?

What does it 
actually 
means?

Can you say it in 
a sentence?

Have you used it in 
a conversation?

Have a conversation with a family member about this. What new vocab did they learn this week?
 Please share with us. 



Reading Comprehension
First Nations Australians who

 Influenced The Community
Read the text about Archie Roach 

Answer the questions on the following slides using 2-3 
sentence responses when asked.

Click the video to watch Archie Roach and his friends  sing his famous song 
‘Took the Children Away‘

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6CnnBW6LbQ


1. What makes Archie Roach a significant First Nations Australian?

2. List any important achievements and/or awards Archie Roach received.

3. Explain how Archie Roach has had a positive impact on the community.

4. Significant First Nations Australians are often seen as role models for young people in the community. Who might be 
inspired by Archie Roach? Explain why. 

Reading Comprehension -Archie Roach
Answer the questions on the using 2-3 sentence responses in the space provided



Literacy Activities using the highlight tool, highlight the correct answer. 

1,  Which word completes this sentence 
correctly? Next holidays, Jessica and her family 
going to Disneyland.
➔ were 
➔ is 
➔ was
➔ are 

2. Which sentence is grammatically correct?
➔ Every morning, I packs my lunch and hat into my school bag. 
➔ When my dad gets home from work, our dog always greet him at the door.
➔ I love all kinds of ice cream flavours, but strawberry is my favourite. 
➔ Stephanie and Louise travels to school by bus each day.



Literacy Activities using the highlight tool, highlight the correct answer. 

3.Which sentence is written in the past tense?
➔  I go to the dentist every six months for a check-up. 
➔ My dog is snoring very loudly.
➔  I wish we had a treehouse in our backyard. 
➔ Our car was badly damaged in the hailstorm.

4. Which sentence is grammatically correct?
➔ I live in a warm climate where it does not snow. 
➔ I would love to have a opportunity to play in snow one day.
➔ It would be so fun to go riding down a snowy slope on an toboggan! 
➔ Playing in the snow would be a awesome experience.



Outrage - Fierce anger or shock Past tense : Outraged!
The public were outraged at the situation. 

Outrageous : shocking bad or 
excessive. Can also be used in the context of bold.  
Eg Her costume was outrageous!

What do you understand about outrage? Have you ever felt outrage? What happened? 
How did you handle the situation?

Did you know that It is really important we learn 
to recognise and control our thoughts?
Our thoughts lead to actions. Self emotional 
regulation is very important.  

Looking at vocab - Let's discuss!



Maths 
1. Daily Challenge 10 questions.

Complete the 10 daily challenge questions on the next slide. Set yourself a 10 minute timer and see what you can get through. If 
you need to use paper to help solve questions that’s okay. Remember they are meant to make your brain sweat… it is okay to 
make mistakes and get stuck! 

2. Revision - adding and subtracting like fractions
● Fractions are alike if their denominators are the same.
● To add or subtract like fractions, follow these steps:

1. Add  or subtract the numerators.
2. Keep the denominator the same
3. Place the answer above the denominator.
Examples are shown below of addition and subtraction of like fractions.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTCOHFJOAA8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZmENadGcK0


Adding and Subtracting like Fractions

/20



Daily Maths Challenge
1.       Divide 72 by 6
2.       Order decimals from smallest to largest  0.01  0.11  0.10  1.01  1.00
3.       Write the number nine  hundred and fifty-one thousand
4.       How many grams in 7.5kilograms?
5.       How many sides does a pentagon have?
6.       What is 25% of 800?
7.       Double 6.75
8.       Multiply 200 by 7
9.       30 x 5 =
10.   What is the difference between 92 and 104?



Daily Maths Challenge Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.



Week 3 History

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People Rights
Focus Question
What rights did Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples have in the 20th Century?

Learning Intention
Students will be able to:

● Examine the development of Human Rights and the Citizenship Rights of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Peoples. 

● Investigate the significance of the 1967 Referendum and the Mabo Decision.
● Reflect on learning to summarise an issue and predict the possible effects. 
● Examine different viewpoints on actions and events in the past. 



Week 3 History
This sound clip is a primary source as it is a jingle played on the radio at the time of 

the 1967 Referendum.

What do you think the 1967 Referendum was about?

https://www.inquisitive.com/video/49-referendum-jingle


Week 3 History
Today we expect all Australians to have equal Human Rights. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights lists thirty different rights. 

What you consider to be the most important Human Rights depends largely on where you live, for example; in the USA, almost 50% of 
the population believes that the right to own a gun is an important Human Right whereas in European countries only about 6% of the 

population believes this to be important. Europeans ranked the right to vote as the most important Human Right.

Of these ten Human Rights which do you consider to be the most important? Rank them in order from 1–10 by putting a number 
after them. 

The right to be born free and equal -
The right to have freedom from discrimination -

The right to an education -
The right to vote in government elections -

The right to free movement and to choose where you live - 
The right to health care, housing and social security - 

The right to own property - 
The right to work and be paid fairly - 

The right to an adequate living standard - 
The right for families to be protected by society and the state -



Week 3 History
Watch the video about Aborigional and Torres Strait Islander People Rights in Australia.

1. Rewatch the first three minutes of the video. What was life like for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
peoples in the 1960s? 

2. Draw a line through each of the Human Rights listed on the previous slide that were denied to Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander peoples before the 1967 referendum. 

3. Now click on this link to select the the human right you thought was most important and share your 
opinion. We will see what the class thought on tomorrows zoom.

https://www.inquisitive.com/video/383-indigenous-rights-in-australia
https://forms.gle/yAUZmL5kmTjY84ZM7


Week 3 History
Look at the image of the news paper photo (use this link to make it bigger).

1. This photo was taken in 1934–1935. What conclusions could you make about people’s 
attitudes to Aboriginal children during that time? Write them below.

People’s attitude of the time What makes you say that?

https://assets.inquisitive.com/Newspaper%20Photo?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJmaWxlbmFtZSI6Ik5ld3NwYXBlciBQaG90byIsImZpbGVLZXkiOiIwdnBVVnJOQmJOZjRsbmdUZVNwRjhORjYxZDZ5aEZxZi5wbmciLCJ1c2VySWQiOjkxMTcsImFzc2V0VHlwZSI6ImltYWdlIiwiaW50ZXJuYWxJZCI6MTM3NCwicGFyZW50T2JqZWN0SWQiOjEwOSwicGFyZW50T2JqZWN0VHlwZSI6InN0aW11bHVzbWF0ZXJpYWwiLCJpYXQiOjE1OTA0NzcwMzh9.qnX6SUER9A6yrJnfjgNYI_z6fyV_oAeNVoORyM0HNKk


Good Morning
Wednesday  20/10/21

Please read through your slides carefully!

It’s zoom day!
Time: 12:15 - 1:15 pm Meeting ID 616 8846 5119                Passcode  803101
Remember to log on to Zoom to see your teacher and friends. Be prepared -  
write down any questions you have for your teacher!



Reading & Listening - Squiz Kids 
Tune into the latest Squiz Kids Podcast episode for Monday 20/10 found in the link below. 
https://www.squizkids.com.au/podcast/ 
Listen to the podcast episode and complete the following activities

1. Select two topics to summarise using the following guides: 
● What was the story about?

●  List 3 interesting facts? 

● List 1 thing you learned that you did not know.

https://www.squizkids.com.au/podcast/
https://www.squizkids.com.au/podcast/


Spelling Unit 33 
Student login for Soundwaves activities : toss719

1. Write as many synonyms as you can 
think of using some of your list words 
on a new slide.

2. Choose 5 words from your list and think 
of as many rhyming words as you can 
for those words. 



Literacy Activities   using the highlight tool, highlight the correct answer. 

1. Which sentence uses the 
apostrophe of contraction correctly?
★  ca’nt
★  would’nt 
★ your’e 
★ they’re

2.Which sentence uses quotation marks correctly? 
★ “September is the best month of the year,” Gillian said happily. 
★ September is the best month of the year, “Gillian said happily”. 
★ “September is the best month of the year, Gillian said happily.” 
★ “September is the best month of the year”, Gillian said happily. 

3. Which sentence is punctuated correctly? 
★ This year, I would like to learn how to play chess, 

tennis and the piano. 
★ This year, I would like to learn how to play chess 

tennis and the piano. 
★ This year I would like to learn how to play chess, 

tennis and the piano. 
★ This year I would like, to learn how to play chess, 

tennis and the piano.



Writing - Tell us all about it! 
● You need to write at least 1 paragraph in explicit detail on the topic given below. 
● You need to ensure you use precise and interesting descriptive  vocabulary - remember it is likely 

your reader will know nothing about what you are writing about. 
● It is essential that you have correct grammar and punctuation. Re read your writing and triple 

check it. The more we practice writing the better we get at it!! Writing is a very important skill for 
high school!

Who or what do you have a special bond with?



          Maths
1. Word problems 

Complete the math word problems on the following slide. 

2. Brain Teasers !!!
Complete the brain teasers found on the following slides!!

Answer :



Answer:
BRAIN TEASERS!

Answer:

How many minutes of music does Ashley have?

How many hours of music does Ashley have?



Maths Word Problems
1. There is a group of 10 people who are ordering pizza. If each person gets 2 slices and 

each pizza has 4 slices, how many pizzas should they order?

2. There are 235 books in a library. On Monday, 123 books are taken out. On Tuesday, 56 
books are brought back. How many books are there now?

3. Andy was going on an 3.5 kilometre bushwalk. He needs 1.2 litres of water
      for every 1.4 kilometres he walks. He only has 500 mL water bottles. How many water 

bottles will he need to take to make sure he has enough water for his walk?

4. Charlie needs to travel to his Grandmother’s house 275 kilometres away. He leaves at 
1.15pm and travels 55 kilometres per hour. Will Charlie make it to his Grandmother’s 
house by 6pm?



Maths Word Problems Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.



Speed Times Tables
Practice here Time tables speed test. Then put on a timer and complete the questions below 
record your time and score here  -    Time:                   Score:       / 15

1. 8 x 12 =
2. 4x 5 =
3. 6 x 6 =
4. 7x4 =
5. 9 x 5 =

1. 3 x 11 =
2. 4x 6 =
3. 8 x 6 =
4. 9x4 =
5. 7 x 5 =

1. 4 x 10 =
2. 7x 6 =
3. 8 x 7 =
4. 5x12 =
5. 9 x 6 =

https://www.timestables.com/speed-test/


Choice Board 
Complete at least 2 activities from this weeks choice board.
Don’t forget to highlight the activities you complete. 



Good Morning
Thursday  21/10/21

Please read through your slides carefully!

 NO  zoom Today!



Reading Comprehension

Read Backyard birds 
and answer the 
questions on the 
next slide by 
highlighting the 
correct answer. .



1. This text is about birds that
❏ are native to Australia.
❏ may be seen in Australian backyards.
❏ migrate to all cities and towns in Australia.
❏ live only in people’s backyards in Australia.

Reading Comprehension

2. Some live in these places permanently, others visit during 
the summer … The word others refers to 
❏ birds.
❏ cities.
❏ places.
❏ people.

using the highlight tool, highlight the correct answer. 



3. Why are two Australian King Parrots pictured?
❏ to describe the colours
❏ to show they are king-sized
❏ to show that they are always found in pairs
❏ to illustrate the differences between the male and female

Reading Comprehension

4. In this text the sub-heading Status gives information about
❏  bird migration.
❏ bird popularity.
❏ bird populations.
❏ bird characteristics.

5. Which bird’s voice 
sounds like a whistle?
Galah
Common Myna
Australian Magpie
Australian King Parrot

using the highlight tool, highlight the correct answer. 



Literacy Activities using the highlight tool, highlight the correct answer. 

1. I wish I knew what to ______ my 
brother for his birthday.
➔ by
➔ buy
➔ bye

2. No one in my family knows ______ 
I hide my secret diary. 
➔ wear 
➔ we’re
➔ where

3. To get to the supermarket, you need to turn 
_____ at the next intersection.
➔ right
➔ write 
➔ rite. 

4. Last week, my sister and I _____ our bikes 
to school every day. 
➔ road 
➔ rode
➔ rowed

Word Knowledge



Literacy Activity

1. can i borrow your beanie scarf and gloves to go to the 
snow asked elsie.

2. i love chocolate milkshakes audrey screamed excitedly
3. toms pet snail didn’t like eating lettuce leaves as it 

preferred sausages
4. before leaving home i fed my cat and closed the door
5. why cant we go there complained riley

Correct the Sentence Punctuation 

On the next slide rewrite the sentences using the correct punctuation. Here is a clue missing is -
capital letters,  full stops,  questions marks,  exclamation marks, commas and speech marks.



Literacy Activity

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Correct the Sentence Punctuation 

Writing sentence with the correct punctuation!



Fun Writing! 
Look at the picture prompt 

Dog In Disguise

● Who is he hiding from?
● How long has he worn a disguise?
● When did it all start?
● Tell us all about him

BE CREATIVE!
Don’t forget punctuation!



Dog in Disguise! 



 Maths
1. Daily Challenge 10 questions.

Complete the 10 daily challenge questions on the next slide. Set yourself a 10 minute timer and see what you can get through. If you need to use paper to 
help solve questions that okay. Remember they are meant to make your brain sweat… it is okay to make mistakes and get stuck!

2. Area Formula - Finding the area of rectangles
The formula for calculating the area of rectangles is: length × width. To find the area of a rectangle you multiply the 

length and width to find the total. Remember, we use the ² symbol to represent square centimetres or square 
metres. COMPLETE THE QUESTIONS ON THE FOLLOWING SLIDES USING THE AREA FORMULA (LENGTH X WIDTH). An 
example of it being used is below.

The length of the phone screen is 13 cm. The width of the phone screen is 6 cm.

Area = Length x width → 13 x 6 = 78

The area of the phone screen is 78 cm².



Area & Perimeter - Worded Problems 
Complete worded problems below. Make sure to show working out to display how you got to your answer

1. Last weekend, Imran went to the circus with his family. The big top was in the shape of a hexagon. Before the circus 
began, Imran and his family walked around the perimeter of the big top. How many metres did they walk, if each side of 
the hexagon was 22 m in length? (Hint: Finding Perimeter) 

2. During a heavy thunderstorm, one corner of the square play area at Sunnyside Primary School is almost completely flooded. On 
Monday morning, the school principal places a large, heavy rope around the part of the playground that isn’t ooded, so the children 
will know where they are allowed to play. Use the diagram to work out the perimeter and the area of the children’s new play space



Area - Worded Problem Challenge Question
Hint: you will need to find the area of the two paddocks and then add the answers together

Place Answer and Working out 
below



Daily Maths Challenge
1. How many months in 5 years?
2.  If a plane travels 410 km per hour, how far did the plane travel in 8  hours?
3.  How many meters in 0.5 kilometres?
4.  -5 + 9= 
5. What is 10:10 in 24-hour time?
6. Find the sum of these three numbers 225, 177 and 1011.
7. What is the difference between 172 and 273?
8. There were 64 choc chip cookies in a packet. They were shared equally 
among 3 people. How many did each person get? Were there any left over?
9.  What is the remainder? 84 divided by 7.
10. Which is larger 0.45 or 46%?
 



Daily Maths Challenge Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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BTN
Tune into the latest BTN episode 28 found in the link below. 
BTN Episode 30

1. Watch the episode, add a new slide, select two topics to summarise. 
2. What  did you find most interesting about todays episode? (Perhaps your 

favourite bit). 

https://www.abc.net.au/btn/classroom/


Good Morning
Friday 22/10/21

Please read through your slides carefully!
LAST DAY OF HOME LEARNING SEE YOU IN 

THE FLESH ON MONDAY! 
GO TO BED EARLY ON SUNDAY NIGHT!!
Don’t forget to Turn in your slides before 

the end of the day :) 



Spelling - Unit 33
Write the words from the brackets to finish the sentences correctly. Use Your Dictionary to assist. 

1. We had difficulty        ing through the fog to see if the ferry was at the           .   (peer, pier)

2. The very fine wool that we               from our prize sheep is woven into a material so           we can see 

through it when we hold it up to the light (shear, sheer)

3. The travellers were        y by the time they reached the camp by the         . (wear, weir)

4. The wedding cake has glistening, glass             drops decorating every           . (tier, tear)

5. The television           was sponsored by the makers of a new breakfast           , (cereal, serial) 



Green 
Kids News Article
Answer the Quick Quiz 
Questions at the end of the 
article on the next slide.

Kids News Reading Click on the links attached.  
Orange 
Kids News Article 
Answer the Quick Quiz 
Questions at the end of the 
article on the next slide. 

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/money/sealed-copy-of-super-mario-64-sells-for-156-million-in-record-breaking-us-auction/news-story/70da36eff20f3aed603a516e26d1456c
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/science/sights-set-on-immortality-for-11yearold-quantum-physicist/news-story/6cde25384f142ec33133614ff53512ef


Kids News Article: 
Quick Quiz Answers: Write out the article name above and the answers next to the question numbers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.



Journal Writing 
1. What is the strangest thing that’s ever happened to you? 

2. What animal do you think best represents your personality?  Why?

3. If you could invent a machine what would it be and would it be used for?

 



 Maths
1. Daily Challenge 10 questions.

Complete the 10 daily challenge questions on the next slide. Set yourself a 10 minute timer and see what you can get through. If you need to use paper to 
help solve questions that okay. Remember they are meant to make your brain sweat… it is okay to make mistakes and get stuck!

2.  AREA - What is Area?
Watch the following video to revise what area is and the formula to finding the area of a square or rectangle. The image below shows an 
example of the units of measurement for area and when they could be used.

3. AREA + Perimeter - What's the difference? 
Perimeter is the measurement of the distance around a shape. The perimeter is found by adding the length of all sides together. 

Area is the measurement of space inside a shape. To find the area we must multiply the length and width of the shape’s sides.
The awesome thing about perimeter and area is that you can usually find both measurements while looking at the same picture. An 
example is shown below.

Perimeter →  8 + 8 + 3 + 3 =  22 m

Area → Length x Width
 →  8 x 3 = 24 m² 3 m

8 m

3 m

8 m

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_uKKl8R1xBM&t=66s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_uKKl8R1xBM&t=66s


We are going to go through this activity on the Zoom together

Activity - Finding the Perimeter and Area of a Paddock
A farmer is planning some new paddocks for their farm. Look at the plans below and find the area and perimeter of each paddock. You 
may use the online calculator to assist with finding the area and checking your answers.

9m

16
m

Paddock A
Perimeter =

Area =

Paddock B
Perimeter =

Area =

Paddock C
Perimeter =

Area =

15
m

65m

https://kidssearch.com/KidsCalculator.html


Daily Maths Challenge
1.   How many cm in 4 ½ meters?
2.   Which is the largest number? 11101,  11111,  11011,  10111.
3.   Increase 2000 by 80.
4.   How many days in 15 weeks?
5.   What is the second month of the year?
6.    Add 20 000 to 190 000.
7.    Divide $990 by 30.
8.    $8.45 + $8.05 + $8.50=
9.    Double $65300
10.  Double 3.13



Daily Maths Challenge Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.



Choice Board 
Complete at least 2 activities from this weeks choice board.
Don’t forget to highlight the activities you complete. 



Choice Boards 
Mind and connection Fitness

Get
creative!

Listen to some music you find calming, lay 
down and  just listen and focus on listening 

to the music

Complete your 5 finger breathing. This video 
will assist. Five Finger breathing

Are you up for the Bring Sally up Squat 
challenge? 

Come on you can do it!! 
Bring Sally up!

Online Sketch Pad
Have fun with this online sketch pad share 

you drawings sketches and designs to 
SeeSaw.

Click on the link for a guided meditation for 
young teens to relax help with sleep and 

stress.
Guided meditation for young teens

SUPER SIMPLE STRETCHES For Kids & 
Gymnasts. Build a STRONG Body. Click here 

to do the video Simple stretches.

Put on your favourite tunes and do…. 
20 star jumps 

10 push ups
 10 sit ups 

Using a ball, work on your ball skills. 
Basketball, soccer, tennis, rugby league, 

AFL etc.

Offline Drawing
Switch off your computer/ipad/phone. Find 

some paper and pencil. Spend 30mins 
drawing anything of your choice. You might 

choose to draw something or someone or be 
really creative and draw a scene from a book 

or a movie. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSgOW879jjA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBLvsBfI5Ks
https://sketch.io/sketchpad/?fbclid=IwAR1wA03Y3QMj1gyKFi0lSDq0imArv82wNpmogPnSl8cwYknfTDXJCnnqo-U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRgVIslcSe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wK99lII1oFM


Want Something Extra?
➔ How stuff works has articles that answer questions about cars, culture, entertainment, science, money, technology, 

and more. Games, quizzes, and videos round out the learning experience. https://www.howstuffworks.com/

➔ Fun for kids from preschool to year 8 https://www.funbrain.com/

➔ San Francisco's Exploratorium at the Palace of Fine Arts website teaches kids about science and art in new ways. The 
activities let kids tinker with gadgets, go below the sea, rocket into the galaxy, as well as learn about the science of 
gardening, animals, and cells.  https://www.exploratorium.edu/

➔ Phillip Island Nature Parks Live Penguin TV Tune in from 6pm AEST to watch.At sunset (AEST) every night, the world's 
largest colony of Little Penguins waddle up Phillip Island's floodlit beaches to their homes. Since we aren't able to 
welcome visitors to enjoy this natural phenomenon in person at the moment, we've decided to bring the penguins 
into homes across the world instead.  https://www.penguins.org.au/virtual/live-penguin-tv/

➔  Kids Creating Space- This is a link to Mindfulness/yoga videos that. We complete daily at school. 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfY6ToBrvdxlsOx7Y9rVwvQ

➔ Det Live Stream- Tune in each day at 10am for a live educational 
video.https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-learning/learning-from-home/learning-at-home

 

 

   

https://www.howstuffworks.com/
https://www.funbrain.com/
https://www.exploratorium.edu/
https://www.penguins.org.au/virtual/live-penguin-tv/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfY6ToBrvdxlsOx7Y9rVwvQ
https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-learning/learning-from-home/learning-at-home

